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Raise the Bar 
With a HiLo Adjustable Desk System from Compel 
The advantages of using an adjustable height desk are indisputable, 

including improved energy, focus, productivity, collaboration, and creativity. 

There’s also no disputing that certain standing desks are superior to others 

– more adjustable, affordable, and easier to use. Our HiLo height adjustable 

table is designed to provide flexible and cost-effective solutions for a wide 

variety of work environments. 

For more information on how a HiLo adjustable desk system can enhance 

your work space, contact your Compel representative today. Stand up and 

make a change for the better.

Features
• Telescoping frame fits 48” to  

72” surfaces

• Dual motors provide smooth and 
accurate adjustment

• Height adjusts from 24” to 50”

• 4 preset positions for quick memory  
height returns 

• Durable powder coat finish 

• Single base accommodates multiple top 
sizes 

Options
• 24” and 30” depths

• 48” to 80” widths

• Universal foot for C leg  
 or T leg configuration

• 3 leg L-shape base 

 

SURFACE 
Basic White     Light Grey     Warm Beige     Cool Taupe

EDGE 
Basic White     Cool Taupe

FRAME
Basic White     Silver

Finishes
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Accessory Shown
VERTEBRAE: Safely and effectively manage power and data cords when 
raising or lowering the desktop. 

HiLo For Compel Executive 
Office Collections 
The HiLo adjustable desk system from Compel is easily outfitted to 

complement our Liberty™, Crescendo™ and Insignia™ executive 

office collections. Create a seamless and high-end look for the most 

discerning work environment. Choose from over 10 standard and add-

on accessories to meet your individual style and requirements.

Liberty Case Goods   |   Lucky Task Chair   |   HiLo Adjustable Base
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Ceptor Task Chair    |   zDesk Mobile Pedestal   |   HiLo Adjustable Base

Features Shown
CONTROL PANEL: The HiLo electronic control panel allows the desktop to 
transition quietly and smoothly between desk, counter, and bar heights and 
features 4 preset settings for operator convenience.

COMPLIANCE BRACKETS: Ensures ANSI/BIFMA specifications for moving 
surfaces and also serve as wall-saver brackets when used in stand-alone 
applications.

HiLo Compel Private Office  
Improve focus, productivity and general health with the HiLo adjustable 

desk system from Compel. The HiLo height adjustable table provides 

flexible and affordable solutions for a variety of work environments. C leg, 

T leg, and 3 leg L-shape configurations can be customized with add-on 

accessories to meet your specific requirements. 
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HiLo for Access Workstation
During a typical day, Americans spend as much as 95% of the day sitting and that is taking a toll on 

our health, productivity and well-being. Engineered to support our Access work stations, The HiLo 

adjustable desk system can help by allowing the operator to alternate between sitting and standing 

while working.

Pogo™ Multipurpose Stool
Contemporary design, portability and pneumatic height adjustment make the 

Pogo a perfect accompaniment to the HiLo. Its ergonomic design improves 

posture and enables active sitting. Choose from a wide variety of textiles to 

complement your environment.
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HiLo for zDesk™ 
At Compel Office Furniture we are committed to delivering the ideal 

blend of design, quality and functionality. The affordable and flexible HiLo 

adjustable desk system is an ideal example, especially when paired with 

our innovative zDesk. 

zDesk Benching   |   Bravo Task Chairs   |   HiLo Bases

Accessory Shown
MESH MODESTY PANEL: A simple solution that offers both privacy and 
wire management capabilities – stylishly and comfortably. 
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Standard Features Add-on Accessories

Vertebrae
A convenient way to manage power 
and data cords and enable smooth 
movements with the surface when 

raising or lowering.

Control Panel
The HiLo electronic control panel allows the 
desktop to transition quietly and smoothly 
between desk, counter, and bar heights 

and features 4 preset settings for operator 
convenience.

Universal Foot
Universal foot allows the user to 

choose between a T leg (shown) or a 
C leg configuration to better suit their 

environment.

Retractable Control Panel
Control Panel retracts under the table 

when not in use to create a flush, 
streamlined table edge.

Clamp-on Power Module
Easily recharge up to five devices 

with this easy-access power source. 
Includes 2 USB ports, 3 standard 

outlets, and a data port. 

CABLE TRAY

CLAMP ON POWER MODULE

CLAMP ON SCREEN
HANGING ORGANIZER

SLIDE ON SCREEN

COMPLIANCE BRACKET

UNIVERSAL FOOT / C LEG

MESH MODESTY PANEL

VERTEBRAE

CONTROL PANEL

Cable Tray
Integrated cable tray stores cables from 
desktop devices neatly and securely with 

its convenient flip-down metal tray.    
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Monitor Arms
Single and dual arm options available. 

Gas cylinder action allows for easy 
adjustments and enhanced ergonomics 

and comfort.

Compliance Brackets
Ensures ANSI/BIFMA specs for 

maintaining the 1” safety zone around 
moving surfaces. Brackets also serve as 

wall savers when used in stand-alone 
applications.

3 Leg Conversion Kit
3 leg conversion kit allows you to 

customize your table into an L-shape 
configuration.

Slide-on Screen
Simple, easy, and attractive. This screen 
slides onto the edges of surfaces and is 

available in a variety of fabric options that 
will brighten any environment.

Mesh Modesty Panel
Enjoy privacy and wire management 

capabilities in one convenient package. 
Available in black or gray, the modesty panel 

can also be used with training tables and 
private offices.  

Hanging Organizer
Improve functionality and look great at 
the same time. Available in magnetic or 
tackable options and include a pencil 

tray. Specify the colors from our range of 
available fabrics.  

Clamp-on Screen
Create personal spaces with this simple 

screen solution. Easily affixes to edges or 
across the desktop surface and is available in 

frosted acrylic for enhanced privacy.

Bluetooth® Adapter
Upgrade your table with our integrated 

bluetooth adapter. Adjust table, create settings, 
track movements and get fitness reminders from 
your mobile device. Look for the Compel app in 

the IOS and Google Play stores.   

To learn more about the HiLo adjustable desk system and its features 
and accessories, contact your Compel representative today.
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